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Abstract  

A series of large-scale shaking table tests was performed to clarify the dynamic stability of a rock slope 

with discontinuous structural surfaces under rapid water drawdown. A wave absorber consisting of a 

porous sponge and iron gauze was used to eliminate the adverse effects of water waves in the tests. The 

results show that the slope surface, elevation, surface microtopography, and bedding structural surface 

have an impact on the amplification effect of the slope. MPGA (the acceleration amplification coefficient) 

has a positive correlation with the peak acceleration of the input wave. The damage evolution process 

of the slope during earthquakes can be identified and includes three stages: formation of tiny cracks 

(0.074-0.148 g), crack propagation in the surface slope (0.148-0.297 g), and sliding failure 

(0.297-0.446 g). According to the acceleration vectors of the blocks, the differences in the acceleration 

vectors between adjacent blocks were the main trigger of the slope deformation during earthquakes. P- 

and S-waves mainly induced the uneven settlement deformation and horizontal sliding movement of 

the surface slope under the horizontal and vertical seismic loads, respectively. According to the analysis 

of ΔMPGA (the increment of MPGA) after rapid drawdown occurred, rapid drawdown mainly has a 

considerable impact on the surface slope between the high and low water levels during earthquakes, 
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